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Most of us have experienced the worry of having a loved one in the hospital. Our new Soul 

Collection is designed to address the needs of the clinician, the patient and the loved one in another 

innovative way. With the necessity of multi-functionality, along with the premium value of patient 

room square footage, our design team has come up with a solution that focuses on helping patients 

heal faster without sacrificing space.

soul sofa + soul mate
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together + we rest.together + we visit.
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together + we heal.

take a
look
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made for each other

The Soul Mate converts from a stowable ottoman to a comfortable guest chair in one step.  While 

opening the back to the chair position, the seat height raises simultaneously. When the sofa is in the 

sleep position, the ottoman can be partially out to be used as a nightstand. The Soul Mate’s double 

wheel swivel casters allow the user to slide out of the patient zone quickly, without even getting 

up. This can be critical during a code situation and will happen several times a day when vitals are 

checked or meds are given.
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soul sofa highlights  soul mate highlights
• Fully renewable upholstery and components

• Standard moisture barrier

• Upholstered or solid surface armcaps

• Available in 5 lengths

• Metal frame offered in silver only

• Slim depth fits family zone with outboard toilets

• Open base allows daylight from full height windows to 

flow through

• 750 lb. weight capacity

• 

• 

• Multi-purpose convertible cube is designed to be 

used as an ottoman, nightstand or chair

• When not in use, up to three mates can be stowed 

neatly under the sofa

• User-friendly, one-step lift motion converts the mate 

to a chair

• The self-locking feature is carefully designed to be 

safe for the user as well as others in the room who 

might steady themselves on the back without realizing 

it folds

• Thoughtfully designed to avoid damage to walls by 

ensuring that all edges are cushioned

• 400 lb. weight capacity

soul sleep sofa ___________________________________________________________________

Solid surface arm caps extend down to 

the seat, eliminating fabric completely 

from the inside of the arms. Replaceable 

upholstered arm caps are also offered to 

enhance comfort and soften the look.

Tall legs with an open base allows daylight 

from floor to ceiling windows to pour into the 

patient room. Evidence has shown this leads 

to a shortened length of stay.  The modern, 

slim aesthetic is a nod to hospitality, inviting 

the guest to feel comfortable and at home.

Renewable seat and back, combined with 

replaceable arm and frame components, 

extend the life of the product well beyond 

the 25-year warranty.

Power with 120v/USB and USB-C ports 

is located conveniently above the arm. 

This allows the loved one to remain close 

and connected, which has been shown to 

reduce medication errors, shorten the lenth 

of stay and help staff when needed.

The slim, curved arm style is repeated in subtle ways throughout the 

design and disguises this sleep sofa as a light, airy lounge piece.
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Generous clean outs between the seat 

and back combined with an open base 

will make housekeeping very happy 

reducing the chance of HAIs. 

An innovative folding mechanism 

reclaims two additional inches of 

sleep surface, providing a slimmer 

overall depth that doesn’t conflict with 

outpatient toilet door swings, without 

sacrificing sleep area. 

soul mate _________________________________________________________________________

An innovative self-locking feature is 

carefully designed to be safe for the user 

as well as others in the room who might 

try to steady themselves on the back 

while open without realizing it folds. 

The Soul Mate’s double wheel swivel casters 

allow the user to slide out of the patient zone 

quickly, without even getting up. This can 

be critical during a code situation and will 

happen several times a day when vitals are 

checked or meds are given. 

The Soul Mate was thoughtfully designed 

to avoid damage to walls by ensuring that 

all edges are cushioned. 

Thick, angled seat 

cushion with angled 

back allows loved ones 

to be comfortable at the 

bedside, yet stows neatly 

out of the way.

Up to three mates can 

be stowed underneath, 

depending on the length 

of the sofa.
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safely 猀琀ow

re猀琀 easy

hold +
    heal

relax +
    reconnect
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sofa standard features

Product No. Description W D H SW SD SH AH WT YDG WT CAP

17024 Soul Mate, Convertible Cube, 24” Seat 24.5 24.5 38.5 24.25 19.5 17.25 – 67 2.5 400

17166 Sleep Sofa, 66” Sleep Surface, 72” Wide 72 32 34 66 20 19.5 25.5 200 5 750

17169 Sleep Sofa, 69” Sleep Surface, 75” Wide 75 32 34 69 20 19.5 25.5 205 5 750

17172 Sleep Sofa, 72” Sleep Surface, 78” Wide 78 32 34 72 20 19.5 25.5 210 5.25 750

17175 Sleep Sofa, 75” Sleep Surface, 81” Wide 81 32 34 75 20 19.5 25.5 215 5.25 750

17178 Sleep Sofa, 78” Sleep Surface, 84” Wide 84 32 34 78 20 19.5 25.5 220 6 750

upholstered arm cap
Select from Momentum Silica 

Cumulus or Lotus; Momentum 

Silica Etch Almond, Flint, 

Nickel, Wetstone, or Wistful; 

Momentum Silica Leather     

Almond, Dove, Pewter, 

Shadow, or Eclipse.

sofa optional features and accessories

specifications

re猀琀 easy

tall legs with open 
base
Silver only

generous cleanoutslim depth with       
extended sleep 
surface

individually locking 
casters

solid surface arm cap
Select from Glacier White, 

Cameo White or Bisque

power
Available in black or silver

hard surface back 
panel
Available in Wilsonart Silver 

Oak Ply 8203k-28 only

generous cleanout

mate standard features

backstop
Available in silver only. If 

ordering a Soul Mate, specify 

this option to prevent the 

mate from hitting the wall 

when stowed. 
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